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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Sub-comminee on Programme Budget held a preliminary meeting on 22 September 1991 under the 
chairmanship of Dr Narendra Bahadur Rana (Nepal). The Sub-committee reviewed its terms of reference 
(document SEA/RC44/3) and the two working papers (documents SEA/RC44/PB/WPl and 
SWRC44/PB/WP2). The salient points contained in the two working papers were highlighted for the 
benefit of the members of the Sub-committee. The Sub-committee noted that the two working papers 
were part of the report of the twentieth meeting of the Consultative Committee for Programme 
Development and Management (CCPDM) which met in Maldives on 19 and 20 September 1991. The 
Subcommittee met twice again on 24 September 1991 to consider the two working papers and finalize 
its report to be presented to the Regional Committee. The meetings were anended by: 

Bangladesh Dr Md. Khalilullah 

Bhutan Dr Jigmi Singay 

DPR Korea Dr Li Chang Bom 
Mr Kwon Sung Yon 

India Dr A.K. Mukherjee 

Indonesia Dr N. Kumara Rai 

Maldives Mr Md. Rasheed 

Mongolia Dr R. Arslan 

Myanmar Dr Kan Tun 

Nepal Dr Narendra Bahadur Rana 

Sri Lanka Dr U.H.S. de Silva 

Thailand Dr Somsak Chunharas 

2. REVIEW OF THE IXIPLEhlENT.4TIOY OF IVHO'S COLWBOIWTIVE PROtiRA.\IMES 
IN THE \IE.\IBER COUNTRIES DURING THE FIRST EICIiTEEN hlOh'THS OF THE 
BIENNIUM 1990-1991 

The Sub-committee reviewed the working paper contained in document SWRC44/PB/WPl relating to 
the delivery of the Organization's collaborative programmes in the Member States and under the 
intercountry programme during the current biennium, both under the regular budget and under 
extrabudgetary funds. The Sub-committee, noting the discussions of the twentieth meeting of the CCPDM 
on this subject, stressed the importance of WHO'S role as a lead agency and coordinating authority on 
international health work [Article 2(a) of the Constitution of WHO]. 

The Sub-committee also noted that the costing for long-term staff (LTS) component was being done 
on an aggregated basis globally by WHO headquarters. These are only tentative figures for planning 
purposes. In fact, during the course of implementation, unforeseen situations may alter this costing. Any 
discrepancies arising during the course of implementation need be adjusted on certain principles and 
guidelines so as to make the implementation of the LTS comDonent more aoorooriatn Slnra the ITS 
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component is looked upon as an aggregated basis, the need for additional costs to the country ma\ 
ordinarily no: arise. However, in case oi unforeseen circumstances, tnese are to be adjusted if, 
consultation with the respective country on a regional basis 

The Sub-committee then fully endorsed the recommendations made by CCPDM, as given in 
document No. SEAIPDMIMeet.2018, page 4. 

3. GUIDELINES FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE PROGRAMME BUDGET FOR 1994-199.2 

The Sub-committee reviewed the working paper (document SEAIRC44lPBWP2) and noted the 
programme guidance memorandum issued by the Director-General, particularly the new approaches 
introduced in the formulation of the programme budget proposais for 1994-1995. The Sub-committee 
particularly noted that in the formulation of the programme budget proposals for 1994-1995, the Member 
States should give, if possible. special and greater attention to the five programme areas through ; 
budgetary increase, In real terms, by at least 5 per cent taken together. 

While agreeing with the recommendations of CCPDM.as contained in document No. 
SEA!PDM/Meet.20/8, page 8, the Sub-committee stressed the need to devise ways and means for 
effecting appropriate increases in the allocations to countries which at present have a relatively smaller 
allocation under the regular budget of WHO. 

4. AM' OTHER I S S E  

The Sub-comminee fel: tnat the South-East Asia Regional Offlce should take into consideration the 
collaborative activities being undertaken by Member States under the mechanism of TCDC. Adequate 
efforts should be made to mobilize extrabudgetary resources in furtherance of such biiateral and 
multilateral activities.' 

'~esolution SENHM Meet.2 adopted at the Second Meeting of Ministers of Health of Countries of WHO 
South-East Asia Region refers. 

Resolution WHA43.9 refers 


